
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of fleet services. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for fleet services

Contribute presenting in reviews or serving as a reviewer on team tollgates,
technical meetings, customer interactions and overall team initiatives
Support customer meetings in support of sales, proposals, requisition, test &
learn, and reverse engineering opportunities to solve customer problems,
including performance upgrades
Provide Senior Level expertise in the area of planning and evaluation the
network
Provide lead level break/fix and installation IT support in a fast paced, high
energy environment
This support will involve both distance and onsite support
Interface and direct US Navy Customers regarding the proper approach to
maintaining US Navy Afloat networks and the associated network
components supporting data, voice and/or audio communication activities
Candidates will strive to provide top notch support with a focus on prompt
repairs to improve the overall uptime of networks
Further, the candidate may analyze and troubleshoot capacity needs for
switching, routing transmission and signaling
Maintains technical expertise in all areas of network and computer hardware
and software interconnection and interfacing, such as routers, switchers,
firewalls, hubs, bridges, gateways
Provide break/fix and installation IT support in a fast paced, high energy
environment

Qualifications for fleet services

Example of Fleet Services Job Description
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Related systems include ISNS, CANES, CENTRIXS, and SCI along with all
associated installed applications
The position requires some travel, less than 30%, both US and international
along with some off hours support
Candidate will interface and direct US Navy Customers regarding the proper
approach to maintaining US Navy Afloat networks and the associated
network components supporting data, voice and/or audio communication
activities
Candidate will at times be required to make suggestions with regard to
potential network design changes, analyze complex network issues, plan for
corrective actions, and modify existing network configurations
Work is reviewed by supervisor/lead to measure meeting objectives
Responsible for leading a team of 12-20 Network Engineers that are required
to provide break/fix and installation support for the US Navy


